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WELCOME TO BRODY CHEMICAL

REVISED 3.30.16

Brody Chemical began operations in Salt Lake City, Utah in 1975. Since
then, the company has grown from a small local company to one that
provides superior products and services to over half of the United States.
Brody’s success is attributed to its commitment to create innovative and
highly effective products—manufactured under strict quality control
standards, a responsive technical support team, and a professional, welltrained, service-driven sales force. Brody Chemical’s comprehensive
product line boasts over 600 different formulations of sanitation,
institutional, industrial and maintenance chemicals for professional use.
Reducing the risks associated with chemical usage and disposal, avoiding
depletion of the Earth’s natural resources, and enhancing the safety and
work environment for clients are core values of Brody Chemical.
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GLYPHO KILL CONCENTRATE

SAME AS “ROUNDUP”
This product is a multipurpose, non-selective weed and grass killer. Glypho Kill
completely kills the weed but does not sterilize the soil. The active ingredient,
glyphosate, is absorbed systematically, by contact foliage, and is carried
throughout the stems and roots of over 110 tough annual and perennial grasses
and broad leaf plants for a complete kill… roots and all.

GLYPHO KILL RTU

READY TO USE “ROUNDUP”
This product is the RTU version of Glypho Kill Concentrate, which is a
multipurpose, non-selective weed and grass killer. Glypho Kill completely kills the
weed but does not sterilize the soil. The active ingredient, glyphosate, is absorbed
systematically by contact foliage and is carried throughout the stems and roots of
over 110 tough, annual and perennial grasses and broad leaf plants for complete
kill… roots and all.

ICE BEATER

SNOW AND ICE MELTER
Ice Beater is a unique blend of ice melting agents, including exothermic pellets.
These ingredients combine to produce a safe, efﬁcient and cost-effective ice
melting product, at temperatures ranging from 32° F. down to -5° F. Through a
chemical reaction, the exothermic pellets give off heat, enabling this formulation
to work faster than other sodium chloride based snow and ice melt product. Ice
Beater is colored light blue for easy monitoring of application. Available in bags or
containers of 10, 20, 50, 100, 500 and 2,000 pounds.

ICE MELTER

GENERATES EXOTHERMIC HEAT
This product has over 24 times the melting power of rock salt at 0° F. Tests
conducted at 100% relative humidity and 0° F, proved this product melted an
average of 205 grams of ice in just 15 minutes, compared to an average of 8.7
grams melted by rock salt. Ice Melter is the most powerful product available and
is effective at melting ice down to -57° F. This product is completely harmless to
grass, shrubs, trees, animals and rubber tires. It will not pit or discolor concrete
walks or asphalt or leave a messy residue to be tracked indoors. Available in bags
or containers of 50, 100, 500 and 2,000 pounds.
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LIQUID ICE MELTER

LEAVES NO RESIDUE
This product’s amazing chemical action melts ice and snow faster than salt or
calcium chloride products. It is effective at melting ice down to -25º F. Liquid Ice
Melter prevents snow from sticking and ice from forming for hours. This liquid is
easy to apply through a 2 or 3 gallon pump sprayer or other spray equipment. It
will not break down or deteriorate in storage or in damp conditions. It is safe for
shoes, rubber, asphalt, concrete, grass, wood, metal, and most painted surfaces.

PH UP LIQUID

NEUTRALIZES EXCESS ACIDITY
This product neutralizes the acidic conditions sometimes found in agricultural
applications. Excessive acid concentrations can hinder the performance of
expensive herbicides, pesticides and fertilizers and also cause severe
deterioration to spray equipment. This product is a high alkaline liquid that
neutralizes any acidic (low pH) spray product, making the spray more effective on
crops and plants.

SNOW AND ICE MELT

20% CALCIUM CHLORIDE
Snow and Ice Melt is a blend of sodium chloride (salt), calcium chloride
(exothermic heat), magnesium chloride and sodium silicate (corrosion inhibitor).
This product contains 20% calcium chloride, which produces exothermic heat,
enabling the melting of snow and ice down to -20° F. When applied as directed,
this non-tracking product reduces damage to concrete and stone surfaces and
leaves no residue. Special inhibitors and anti-caking agents ensure product is free
ﬂ owing for uniform spreading. Snow and Ice Melt is colored light blue for easy
monitoring of application. Available in bags or containers of 50, 100, 500 and
2,000 pounds.

SOIL CONDITIONER

LOOSENS COMPACTED SOIL
This product is an innovative, soil additive that breaks down the surface tension
of dry soil, so water penetrates quickly, down into the root system. Soil
Conditioner is most effective in the top 20 inches of the soil, by keeping
moisture in the root zone of the plants and turf. Using this product ensures
penetration of water quickly and efﬁciently down to the root zone, keeping grass
greener while using up to 75% less water.
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SOIL CONDITIONER CONCENTRATE

(1X6=55)
Soil Conditioner Concentrate was developed to save money and shipping costs
for customers. By eliminating the water from the original formulation of a
55-gallon drum of Soil Conditioner, 6 gallons (1 bucket) of active ingredients
remain. This super concentrated bucket, when mixed with 49 gallons of water,
make a 55-gallon drum of regular strength Soil Conditioner.

SPRAY TANK CLEANER

NEUTRALIZES EXCESS ACIDITY
Spray Tank Cleaner is an excellent all-purpose, cleaner compound used for
ﬂushing spray tanks and booms. When changing from one chemical to another,
Spray Tank Cleaner removes any residue from the spray equipment preventing
cross-contamination. Prior to storage of equipment, this product removes and
inhibits rust, neutralizes acids including 2.4-D and leaves a protective coating.
Spray Tank Cleaner is totally safe to use and 100% biodegradable.

WEED KILLER SPRAY AEROSOL

NON-SELECTIVE STERILANT
This product is a non-selective, weed killer and complete soil sterilant
conveniently packaged in an aerosol can for spot applications. Use this product
to kill weeds and grass in sidewalks, driveways, around edges of buildings, etc.
Easy-to-use, inverted valve sprays a pinpoint stream for controlled application. It
is fast acting and residual in its herbicidal property. For best results, apply in the
late spring; after most weeds have emerged.
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About Brody Chemical
Brody Chemical sells and provides service to over 50,000 customers in a
variety of industries including manufacturing, industrial, mining, automotive,
institutional, hospitality, trucking, food and beverage, agricultural, and medical.
Brody Chemical’s sales representatives are trained to offer technical assistance
and recommendations in selecting solutions and cleaning processes that best
meet the needs of clients.

6125 WEST DOUBLE EAGLE CIRCLE, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84118
WWW.BRODYCHEMICAL.COM
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